Course Listing by Date with Descriptions

4/6/2020  1:00 PM  Cameo Collection: Caring for and Collecting Cameo Jewelry  $10
The class will begin with a brief history of cameos from ancient to modern times focusing on the last two centuries. Liz will then share her collection through her website describing how to identify materials, subjects, carving styles and dating methods. She will suggest resources for further study and give tips on caring for and restoring cameos. Class members will learn how to use a loupe to inspect for damage, dirt, and marks. The class will conclude by sharing cameo stories. If participants own a cameo, they may want to take a photo of the front and back to share with the class.

Liz Johnson received her first cameo at the age of 15 but didn’t start collecting until about 30 years later. She now has a collection of about 30 cameos of all types, subjects and materials. With a Master’s degree in History with an Emphasis in Historic Preservation and prior experience as a museum professional she has been able to research her collection and has built a website describing the best examples of her collection.

4/7/2020  9:00 AM  Pirates! High Seas Adventure with Robert Louis Stevenson and Rafael Sabatini (4 sessions - April 7, 14, 21, 28)  $28
Join us as we explore 3 famous novels: Stevenson’s iconic Treasure Island, and Kidnapped, and Sabatini’s best-seller Captain Blood. Class discussion will compare the historical people and events that inspired the novels to their fictionalized counterparts. Were British rebels really sold as slaves, what is the difference between a pirate and a privateer, did pirates bury their gold? A film adaptation of each novel will be shown and discussed.

Lorien Campbell graduated GCSU in 2012 with a MAT in English Language Arts, Reading, and History; a BA in Creative Writing and a background in English Lit. This is her 13th class as an OLLI instructor. Other OLLI classes she has taught include: Wuthering Heights; Jane Eyre; Pride and Prejudice; Persuasion; Sense and Sensibility, Mansfield Park; Sherlock Holmes; Poirot; Miss Marple; Cadfael; Lord Peter Wimsey; The Great Gatsby; Midsummer Night’s Dream; and Dracula.

4/8/2020  9:00 AM  Ruby Throated Hummingbirds, Nature’s Tiny Gem  $10
Join us for a stunning visual look at the Ruby-throated Hummingbird. Weighing in at only 3 grams, these tiny birds can migrate over 3000 miles round-trip to South America and back. Despite miles of open water and dangerous weather conditions, they have been repeating this amazing feat for thousands of years. Learn more about the Ruby-Throated Hummingbird, how to attract them to your yard with native plants and feeding stations, and enjoy a fact-filled narrated presentation…you’ll come away with a new understanding of the smallest and only hummingbird to breed east of the Mississippi river.

Gary Whiting is a freelance wildlife and landscape photographer, instructor, and former Fortune 500 marketing executive. A dedicated film photographer since age 12 and now a complete digital convert, his vision is to capture uncommon moments that create unique works of art. Recently retired to Athens from St Johns, FL, Gary was instrumental in building the photography curriculum in the OLLI program at UNF, having taught over 45 classes and 500+ students over 6 years.
**Gone with the Wind—the novel and the motion picture—have garnered both criticism and praise for Margaret Mitchell’s feisty heroine, Scarlett, as well as the portrayal of life in the Old South. In her presentation, Myrna Adams West will suggest some reasons why Scarlett O’Hara is still relevant and why both the book and the movie are still popular in the 21st Century. Myrna will also share some of the GWTW memorabilia she has been collecting since she was twelve years old.**

**Myrna Adams West**, a graduate of Tift College, also holds a Master’s of Education in English from North Georgia University of Georgia.
College & State University and studied Journalism and Gifted Education at the University of Georgia. She taught Language Arts at high school, middle school, college, and university levels for nearly 30 years before retiring in 2013. An Oconee County native, she, her husband, Herb, and their cat, Sophie, live in the house Myrna grew up in.

4/17/2020 10:30 AM  **Robot–led Piano Lessons for Cognitive Health**  $10
A recent study conducted by researchers at the University of Georgia suggests that cognitive training in the form of robot–led piano lessons has the ability to improve the cognitive health of older adults. This class will explore findings from this recent study as well as strategies to improve cognitive health.  
**Bailey Collette** is a doctoral student working with Dr. Renzi–Hammond and Dr. Beer at the University of Georgia in Health Promotion and Behavior and in the Institute of Gerontology. Ms. Collette is interested in how we can use technology to enhance cognitive health and increase access to cognitive health care and treatment.

4/20/2020 10:30 AM  **From the Other Side: 18 Ways Loved Ones Communicate Directly**  $10
Carl Jung did not believe after–death communication was possible until his wife appeared to him after she died. If you are longing for your beloved spouse, parent, child or pet, you may be missing their attempts to comfort you because you don’t know what to expect. You may not trust that what you perceive can be real, or dismiss it as wishful thinking. Chances are millions of other people have experienced what you are experiencing. This presentation is about experiences of real people who were interviewed for doctoral research. Some events are very common, and some are astonishing.

After **Damaris Drewry**’s newlywed husband died unexpectedly from cancer, communications from him (some shared by unattached others) motivated her to investigate the phenomenon of after–death communication. This class explores the phenomenon, particularly as it relates to grieving. Participants will hear about and discuss experiences of the presenter and individuals who were interviewed for her doctoral research.

4/21/2020 10:30 AM  **Is Christian Unity Possible? A Catholic Perspective**  $10
This lecture will survey recent Catholic Church teachings on ecumenism (seeking Christian unity), with a focus on the important role of dialogue (both ecumenical and interreligious), on the relationship between ecumenism and evangelization in Catholic teaching, and on the question of whether the goal of visible unity is still relevant for the ecumenical movement.  
**Dr. Andrew Lichtenwalner** is a UGA alumnus (’01) with an A.B. in Religion and Philosophy, later earning an M.A. in Theology and Ph.D. in Systematic Theology. He worked in Washington, DC for the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops for 12 years before returning home to Georgia in 2018 to work for the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Atlanta in the Office of Formation and Discipleship. Andrew lives in Acworth with his wife and three children.

4/21/2020 1:00 PM  **Digital Authoritarianism in China**  $10
The Internet has challenged authoritarian rule in China but hasn’t caused an Arab Spring–like revolution. By investigating the struggles over online expression—both as a cat–and–mouse censorship game and from the angle of discourse competition—Dr. Han explains the digital authoritarianism in China, showing how state control and the pluralization of online expression both have contributed to regime resilience.

**Dr. Rongbin Han** is an associate professor in the University of Georgia’s School of Public and International Affairs. His research interests are social activism, media politics, and political participation with an area focus on China. He is the author of Contesting Cyberspace in China: Online Expression and Authoritarian Resilience (Columbia University Press).

4/27/2020 10:30 AM  **The Psychology of Good and Evil**  $10
We are bombarded daily by reports of bad behavior, from bullying in schools to sexual misconduct in college to corporate fraud. Although it’s easy to blame these acts on evil people, it’s important to understand why so many people fail to speak up in the presence of such behavior. This class examines the factors that lead most of us to stay silent in the face of bad behavior, how the tendency to stay silent allows such acts to continue, and strategies we can all use to step up and show moral courage.

**Dr. Catherine Sanderson** is the Manwell Family Professor of Life Sciences (Psychology) at Amherst College. She received a bachelor’s degree from Stanford University and a doctoral degree from Princeton University. Professor Sanderson has published over 25 journal articles and book chapters plus four college textbooks. Her latest book, The Positive Shift, examines how changing our thoughts benefits happiness and health. In 2012, she was named one of the country’s top 300 professors by the Princeton Review.
The goal of this class is to take the intermediate Spanish speaker to a higher proficiency level. This class is intended for the individual who has Spanish speaking skills, but wants to work toward authentic language usage. The work will include some basic grammar instruction, but is mainly for the purpose of acquiring the skills for daily use outside the classroom. Materials used may include newspapers, movies, videos and other media. Internet and personal email preferred.

Born in Venezuela, Bianca Gonzalez began teaching Spanish after she moved to the US, in 2016. While studying a master in teaching Spanish as a foreign language at the University of Barcelona, she teaches both adults and children. Also, she has been the instructor of four Spanish classes at OLLI since 2017.

This class is designed to give a high-level view of investing. The basics will clear up common misunderstandings about how investments work. By the end of class, you should be more familiar with risk vs reward, diversification and different strategies to build wealth and transfer it.

Trecy Kent is a Retired US Air Force Master Sergeant, former Economics and History teacher, and current Financial Advisor with Edward Jones. He has a Bachelors Degree in Business Administration, Masters in Secondary Education and an Education Specialist degree in Education Administration. He currently holds a Series 7 General Securities Representative License, the Series 66(Uniform Combined State Law Examination) license, and a Georgia Insurance License.

The goal of this class is to improve communicative abilities for the participants while familiarizing them with various Spanish speaking cultures worldwide. This class is mainly geared toward the individual who has little previous experience with the Spanish language or needs refresher work. The work is intended to provide basic knowledge for daily use, utilizing text, video and audio instruction. Homework should be expected. Internet and personal email preferred.

Born in Venezuela, Bianca Gonzalez began teaching Spanish after she moved to the US, in 2016. While studying a master in teaching Spanish as a foreign language at the University of Barcelona, she teaches both adults and children. Also, she has been the instructor of four Spanish classes at OLLI since 2017.

In today’s political climate, it’s easy to feel that individual actions don’t matter… or to burn out on activism. This session will offer strategies for focusing efforts and practicing self-care so that individuals can continue to make a positive difference.

Linda Gilbert graduated with a BFA in drawing and painting and worked as a graphic designer for more than a decade. However, she moved on to other work and gradually let her time for art slip away. Through meditative doodling, she found a way to incorporate art into her life once more.

It was a terrible time: banks with bad mortgages started it, complex financial instruments prolonged it, and poor risk analysis made it seem to last forever. This was not 2008, but the Great Depression of 1873. Scott Nelson will demonstrate the eerie parallels between that six-year-plus financial crash and our last decade’s financial problems. Using dozens of engravings from the time, Nelson will show us the giddy highs and the scary lows of the first international Great Depression, and its lessons for today. He will also discuss the peculiar range of government responses that followed, including tariffs and militant nationalism.

Scott Nelson is UGAAA professor of history at UGA and is the prizewinning author of five books on nineteenth-century American history. The New York Times has most recently called him a “fascinating guide to the grim landscape of Reconstruction.” His book Steel Drivin’ Man, about the life and legend of the folk legend John Henry, won four national awards including the Marfield Prize for Arts Writing and the Curti Prize for best book in US history.
From the start of the Top Secret Stealth Fighter Project, it was shrouded in secrecy. Few people knew of the project and even fewer were chosen to work on the special aircraft. As the project moved from testing to operational status the public would occasionally hear stories of strange aircraft that flew over the Nevada Desert only at night. These stories grew to myths and even though some were true others were complete science fiction. Come spend some time hearing about this special aircraft and sneak a peek behind the curtain of secrecy that has to this day surrounded the F-117A Nighthawk.

**Treacy Kent** is a Retired US Air Force Master Sergeant, former Economics and History teacher, and current Financial Advisor with Edward Jones. He has a Bachelors Degree in Business Administration, Masters in Secondary Education and an Education Specialist degree in Education Administration. He currently holds a Series 7 General Securities Representative License, the Series 66 (Uniform Combined State Law Examination) license, and a Georgia Insurance License.

**5/4/2020 11:00 AM The Sports World Upended**

Cancelled basketball, baseball, spring football, and the usual spring sports. The spring of 2020 seems like a trip to the twilight zone. Learn the insights of what it has been like for a reporter who would usually be quite busy covering spring sports and the lead up to the college football season.

**Tony Barnhart** is a writer, columnist, contributor to 680 The Fan, broadcaster for The SEC Network/ESPN, and is well known to sports fans as Mr. College Football. A native of Greensboro, GA and graduate of UGA’s Henry Grady Journalism School, he is the author of five books on college football and recipient of numerous recognitions including Football Writers Association of America Hall of Fame, the Atlanta Sports Council’s Furman Bisher Award, Grady College Fellowship, and many more.


Four classes covering topics related to the ear, hearing health and the tools used to remediate the effects of hearing loss. Classes will cover the amazing anatomy & physiology of the ear, a brief introduction to the field of Audiology, hearing aids and changes in amplification technology, implantable devices focusing on cochlear implants and communication strategies and speechreading. Participants are encouraged to ask questions in order to grow in understanding their own hearing health. Each class stands alone in content, so participants can attend one or all four.

**Holly Kaplan** completed her PhD at the University of Florida in Audiology with Gerontology certification receiving the Bzoch Clinical Research award for her work on telephone use in individuals with hearing loss. She has thirty five years of experience in providing hearing healthcare in a variety of clinical settings. At UGA, Kaplan provides direct services, and supervises students. Dr. Kaplan has served on the GA licensure board and is active in the Georgia Academy of Audiology.

**5/6/2020 1:00 PM The Death of John Henry and the African-American Roots of Rock and Roll**

Scott Nelson will explore how songs sung by African-American railway trackliners in the South helped produce the music that we call rock & roll. He will also discuss the most famous of these songs, “The Ballad of John Henry,” and the song’s origins in the Reconstruction South. The lecture covers material in Nelson’s book Steel Drivin’ Man and his young adult book, Ain’t Nothing but a Man.

**Scott Nelson** is UGAAA professor of history at UGA and is the prizewinning author of five books on nineteenth-century American history. The New York Times has most recently called him a “fascinating guide to the grim landscape of Reconstruction.” His book Steel Drivin’ Man, about the life and legend of the folk legend John Henry, won four national awards including the Marfield Prize for Arts Writing and the Curti Prize for best book in US history.

**5/7/2020 10:30 AM Aquatic Biodiversity in the Southeast**

The Southeastern United States is a global hotspot of freshwater biodiversity, supporting almost two-thirds of the country’s fish species, over 90% of the U.S. total species of mussels, and nearly half of the global total for crayfish species. More than a quarter of the southeast’s species are found nowhere else in the world. Unfortunately, this region is also a hotspot for imperilment – in the last 20 years, the number of imperiled freshwater fish species in the Southeast has risen 125%. We’ll learn about this fantastic diversity: where it is, the threats it faces, and conservation priorities for the region.

**Dr. Duncan Elkins** is a Postdoctoral Associate at the River Basin Center at the UGA Odum School of Ecology, where he coordinated a prioritization of southeastern watersheds for aquatic biodiversity conservation. His current projects focus on source water protection in the Middle Chattahoochee River Basin and on forestry activities that affect at-risk aquatic species. His other research interests include climate change in freshwater systems and the effects of small barriers on stream–resident fishes.
5/8/2020 11:00 AM  Voice Overs: An Introduction  $10
Have you been told you have a great voice? This introductory workshop will cover the basics of voiceovers. Learn about creating characters, breaking down scripts, original copy, microphone etiquette, genres of work, and more from an industry professional. Sample scripts and performances will be a part of this class so come ready to use your voice!
Alexis Nichols is a voiceover artist working in television, film, audio books, trailers, and commercials. Her animated feature film and television work includes three characters in the English version of the animated series Little Witch Academia. Other projects include commercials for Dick’s Sporting Goods, Disney’s Aulani Resort, QVC, Mercedes Benz Fashion Week, and Sesame Street’s Sesame Place Theme Park. She was recently nominated for a Voice Arts Award at New York City’s Lincoln Center.

5/11/2020 1:00 PM  Using Statistics to Study Human Rights  $10
“Big data” and statistics have become common in political research and journalism, but most people would not think of human rights as amenable to quantitative analysis. However, there are many publicly available sources of information on human rights practices. This course presents an overview of quantitative analysis of human rights practices, practical and ethical issues that commonly arise, current research and what it suggests about patterns of human rights violations, and briefly introduces participants to basic statistical analysis.
Daniel Hill was born in Birmingham, Alabama and earned his Ph.D. in political science from Florida State University in 2012. Before coming to UGA, he held a one-year research position at Duke University. His research encompasses the fields of international relations and comparative politics, focusing primarily on the relationship between international law/organizations and domestic political violence.

5/18/2020 10:30 AM  Death’s Role in Life  $10
Humans’ awareness of death causes potentially debilitating terror we “manage” by embracing cultural worldviews giving us a sense that we are valuable persons in a meaningful universe, and thus eligible for literal or symbolic immortality. The quest for immortality underlies some of humankind’s most noble achievements. However, it also engenders some of our most ignominious affectations. This class will consist of evidence in support of these claims and consideration of their implications for personal growth and social progress.
Sheldon Solomon is Professor of Psychology at Skidmore College. His studies of the effects of the uniquely human awareness of death have been supported by the National Science Foundation and Ernest Becker Foundation, and are featured in the award winning documentary film Flight from Death: The Quest for Immortality. He is co-author of In the Wake of 9/11: The Psychology of Terror and The Worm at the Core: On the Role of Death in Life.

5/19/2020 9:00 AM  Meditative Doodling  $10
This hands-on class draws on newly-popular artforms, such as ZenTangles as well as older traditions such as mandalas. These meditative forms of art can be done in short sessions, making them ideal for today’s busy lives. While the product is less important than the process, the results are often quite pleasing.
Linda Gilbert graduated with a BFA in drawing and painting and worked as a graphic designer for more than a decade. However, she moved on to other work and gradually let her time for art slip away. Through meditative doodling, she found a way to incorporate art into her life once more.
This class is designed to give a high level view of long term care planning. The hope is to answer common questions about long term care, how to prepare for it, how funding it impacts current assets, and what risks are associated with being unprepared for the potential need for long term care. By the end of the class you should be familiar with different ways to plan for long term care and how they affect retirement assets.

Trecy Kent is a retired US Air Force Master Sergeant, former Economics and History teacher, and current Financial Advisor with Edward Jones. He has a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration, Masters in Secondary Education and an Education Specialist degree in Education Administration. He currently holds a Series 7 General Securities Representative License, the series 66 (Uniform Combined State Law Examination) license, and a Georgia Insurance License.

On May 21, 2019, the ACC County Commission passed a resolution committing the city of Athens to use 100% renewable energy by 2035. How are we to achieve this ambitious goal? We will approach this challenge in three one-hour sessions: • Getting to 100% renewable electricity • “Megawatts”: upgrading the energy efficiency of buildings • Transportation, food, and material products The fourth session consider the questions left unanswered.

After 35 years teaching Computer Science at UGA, Dan Everett is now devoting his time to the climate crisis. His major project is helping to build the plan to take Athens to 100% renewable energy.

This class examines the role of the U.S. military in the country’s international engagement. What will this engagement look like in the future? Will the U.S. retreat from its position of global leadership? Or will it push forward with the internationalist approach it has maintained since the end of World War II? How will the military affect this decision, and how will the military be affected by it?

Dr. Justin Conrad is the Gary K. Bertsch Director of the Center for International Trade and Security and Associate Professor of International Affairs. His research focuses on international security issues, including terrorism and interstate conflict, and has been funded by the National Science Foundation and the Department of Defense. He is author of Gambling and War: Risk, Reward, and Chance in International Conflict. Dr. Conrad has appeared in a variety of international media outlets.

Join us as we explore Robert Louis Stevenson’s horror classic based on an infamous Edinburgh Judge. Class discussion will compare the historical people and events that inspired the novel to their fictionalized counterparts; as well as the morality of scientific discovery, genetics, forensics, and human evil. Two contrasting film versions will be shown and discussed. One the 1931 Academy Award Winner and the other a modern adaptation with Glen Close and Julia Roberts. ISBN: 9781593081317

Lorien Campbell graduated GCSU in 2012 with a MAT in English Language Arts, Reading, and History; a BA in Creative Writing and a background in English Lit. This is her 13th class as an OLLI instructor. Other OLLI classes she has taught include: Wuthering Heights; Jane Eyre; Pride and Prejudice; Persuasion; Sense and Sensibility, Mansfield Park; Sherlock Holmes; Poirot; Miss Marple; Cadfael; Lord Peter Wimsey; The Great Gatsby; Midsummer Night’s Dream; and Dracula.

Southern universities that were in existence before the Civil War were invariably built by enslaved people. And so it was that the origins of UGA were also bound up with the institution of slavery. Fred Smith Sr. will relate the painful events unfolding after the discovery of human remains during the renovation of Baldwin Hall in 2015. The story involves an ongoing and complex controversy among community members, various UGA faculty members, and the UGA administration. What steps have been and are being taken to promote healing and to honor those likely ancestors of current African American citizens of Athens? What remains to be done?

Fred Smith Sr. is co-chair of the Athens Area Black History Committee and a leader and activist in the Athens African American community. Smith was studying journalism at UGA in 1978 when he learned about the unmarked graves of enslaved African Americans buried under Baldwin Hall on campus. Ever since, he has been searching for answers about the remains of those people, some of whom he believes are likely his ancestors.
Your Spiritual Metaphysical Self

If you have been curious about your soul’s journey, the law of attraction, the gift of clairvoyance, or dreams or past lives, this presentation will answer many of your questions. Here the esoteric is transformed into ordinary living at its best. This presentation introduces participants to the metaphysical spiritual body of knowledge that affects each one of us. Many believe we are spiritual beings having a human experience.

Sharon Carty is an experienced spiritual counselor. Her heritage is Irish and one-quarter Apache Indian. While living in St. Augustine, Florida, she hosted a weekly spiritual metaphysical live call-in talk radio show. While in St. Louis, she wrote a monthly column similar to “Dear Abby” in Spirit Seeker magazine.

Retirement and Self-Actualization: Why not go for it?

There is a lot more to successful retirement than good physical health. For instance, did you know we are each born with an instinctual need to actualize our potential in life? Abraham Maslow called this the “Self-Actualizing Tendency,” certain spiritual traditions call it the “Enlightenment Drive,” Viktor Frankl believed this drive represents a search for meaning and purpose, while other theorists have described this desire to constantly improve ourselves as a need for perfection. This class will explore what self-actualization is, and how self-actualization or enlightenment might become a formal practice for those retirees who want to “go for it.”

Dudley Tower, PhD, has been teaching successful aging, psychology, and personal growth courses at OLLI's Furman University campus since 2004. He has been teaching the Dynamic Aging Program (DAP) for the past five years and is founder of the Dynamic Aging Institute. Christine Tower, MBA, will assist with this course.

Nonviolent Communication: An Introduction


John Lash began studying conflict transformation, nonviolent communication, and restorative justice while serving a life sentence for murder he was given at the age of eighteen. After nearly twenty-five years he was released. He earned an MS in conflict management from Kennesaw State University in 2012 and has been the Executive Director of Georgia Conflict Center since 2013. He applies his hard-won knowledge of violence and conflict to his work in Athens and beyond.

The Real World of Journalism Now

This course will look at how the news you watch and read is produced, who owns what, and what its concerns are. It will consider the differences in audience, distribution, ethics, and corporate structure for journalism traditionally, and what it is now. It will also deal with international journalism and its migration over the last couple of decades.

David Hazinski holds a Bachelors Degree from Duquesne University in Journalism and a Masters Degree from the University of Pittsburgh in Educational Communications and Technology. He has lead UGA’s digital journalism program for 30 years. He is a former NBC News correspondent and helped to launch 13 news networks around the world. Hazinski believes technological innovation must be married to training and a solid editorial foundation.

How to register online

- Go to olli.uga.edu
- Select the ‘Sign in / Members Area’ link in the top right hand corner
- Click the button for ‘Registration Site’
- Before you can add classes to your cart, you will need to make sure that you are signed in and that your membership is current. The ‘Sign in’ link is on the center-right of the page.

Adding Classes:
- Classes are listed alphabetically and by category
- To select a class click the ‘Add to Cart’ button – this will take you to your shopping cart.
- Preview your cart and return to registering for classes by using the ‘Back’ button.
- If a class is full, you can add yourself to the waitlist by selecting the ‘Add to Waitlist button’.
- Please note that while Waitlisted classes will appear on your receipt with a charge, you do not pay for the class until you have a seat.

Checking out:
- Once you have registered for all the classes you wish to take, you can complete the checkout process.
- You will be able to return to add classes and events at any time using the same instructions.
The online Catalogue of Armenian Journals/Serials was created by scanning the similar card catalogue and represents the database of electronic card images. It lists Armenian journals, periodicals and other serials held in the Department of National Literatures. The catalogue covers publications since 1845 up to the day, among them are 97 titles of journals published before 1917. Online Catalog. Please use our order hotline to request an offer of products from our portfolio. Outside of Germany, please contact your local KARL STORZ subsidiary or the dealer in your country. Please note that the legal requirements for online catalogs and the available product range may differ in your country. We appreciate your understanding. Online catalogs by specialty. Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. Open online catalog. Online Catalogues. PDF catalogue. Vehicle identification numbers (VINs). The Company. ATE a” global brand. ATE history.Â Click here for the online catalogue: ATE Web catalogue (Internet Explorer 9 or higher, Chrome, Firefox). ATE Online tools catalogue. Click here for the online â€œToolsâ€ catalogue: Online tools catalogue. Downloads. The app is available for iPhone, iPad and Android mobile devices â€‘ and yes, itâ€™s free! To the iPhone App. To the Android App. Follow us. Facebook. The online public access catalog, often abbreviated OPAC, and frequently synonymous with library catalog, is an online database of materials held by a library or group of libraries. Online catalogs progressed from analog card catalogs, and similarly enable searching the library’s collection of books and other materials. Although a handful of experimental systems existed as early as the 1960s, the first large-scale online catalogs were developed at Ohio State University in 1975 and the Dallas Public Some of the vehicles for which we offer items are not shown in this online catalogue. If your vehicle is not listed, please do not hesitate to contact us. Other Topics. Newsletter. The MEYLE newsletter: Get the latest product news, calendar updates and more â€“ subscribe now! The MEYLE App. Everything there is to know on MEYLE automotive spares available at the touch of a button with the MEYLE Parts App. Trade fair calendar. Meet us at a trade fair and experience MEYLE up close.